
 
The Rudolph Hess story… Just one 
silly adventure after another? Only the Goths are capable 
of such stupidity… After Dunkirk (1940) the Hitler Cabinet 
still thought they could negotiate with the British. 
 
Rudolf Hess, Vice Fuehrer (1987-1987); for 8 long years he was No. 2 Man… 
Christ…note those killer eyes; maybe, just maybe, Cesare Lombroso was right, at 
the turn of the 19th-20th century Italian criminologist—that certain features or 
cosmetics of the subject’s anthropology or physical make-up do indicate criminal 
tendencies, perhaps of that whole sub-breed of Man now monopolizing both the 
20th and so far 21st century power politics of civilized Man, but these are the last 
days of the Gothic cavalcade; the Anglo-Saxon state model is moribund for its 
overextension of resources, innate aggression, behavioral deviance and outright 
abuses against Human Rights and Human Condition generally by illegally pro- 
secuting its so-called National Security self-assumed rights beyond the 3-12 mile 
limit according to the traditional Law of the Sea.  
 
We just cannot acculturate the Germanic Oriental Ruling Elite west of 
the la Manche; they’re genetically aggressive, hence social recidivists… 

 
Hess' attempt to negotiate peace, privately ordered 
by Hitler, imagine just over a month prior to the 
German attack – OPERATION BARBAROSSA – on 

the Soviet Union June 22, 1941, despite the 1939 non-
aggression pact with Stalin; Hitler was afraid of the American-British sentiment to jump in the fry, 
hence the Third Reich, in the name of No. 2, was offering peace to the Anglo-Saxon Western 
most brethren. 
 
Of course, it didn’t work that way; there was no intelligence preparation for the obvious putsch, 
hence the British took it wrong; nor would they have accepted peace with Reich at any cost. 
 
THAT was Hess’s motivation for flying to Scotland in advance of the war to protect their Atlantic 
Wall hindside from a British-American attack, while getting ready for the pre-emptive coup de 
grace on Russia. Of course, the British didn’t buy it… A review of Moscow files on Hess, delivered 
to the Kremlin by the 5 British turncoats, confirm that Hess confessed to the British… Nor has the 
MI-5 or MI-6 ever cared to come clean and give away Roger Hollis (1905 – 1973) as the 5th man, 
which he was in fact successfully right into his retirement and death, as head of MI-5, while the art 
critic and curator of the Queen’s art collection, Anthony Blunt, whose evaluation of the works of 
art I still admire, remained in her service until an eventual disclosure that he too was a turncoat, 
the 4th man… Those are the kind of problems we experts face with the British-American Germanic 
backgrounds, i.e. they can never-ever come clean, because their genetic make-up cannot accul-
turate, or never totally; deviance remains a part and parcel of the Anglo-Saxon behavioral origin!   
 
Nevertheless, the subsequent lifelong imprisonment gave rise to many theories about his motiva-
tion for flying to Scotland, and conspiracy theories about why he remained imprisoned alone at 
Spandau, long after all other convicts had been released. . . The Kremlin was right about keeping 
the man imprisoned for life, who risked his life for a Hitler’s ploy; they knew the truth, while the 
British intelligence kept it secret to this day, the incomprehensible behavioral whims, whittles and 
whangs of the Anglo-Saxon lot in our midst. That’s the kind of morality we’re dealing with to this 
very day, stonewalling replete! We’ve been facing a formidable foe destroying WesternCiv!! 
 
PS. On 10 May 1941, at about 6:00 PM, Hess took off from Augsburg in a Messerschmitt Bf 110, 
and Hitler ordered the General of the Fighter Arm to stop Hess (squadron leaders were ordered to 
scramble only one or two fighters since Hess's particular aircraft could not be distinguished from 
others). Of course, that was a ploy, a cover-up… Hess parachuted over Renfrewshire, Scotland on 
May 10, 1941, and landed (breaking his ankle) at Floors Farm near Eaglesham. In a newsreel 
clip, farmhand David McLean claims to have arrested Hess with his pitchfork. . . 
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